(2009), we use complete transaction data for the Taiwan Stock Market, but use a much longer sample period of 1992 to 2006. We focus on day trading for two reasons. First, we are interested in analyzing the cross-section of speculator skill, and day traders, given their short holding period, are almost certainly speculators. Second, the signal-to-noise ratio regarding investor skill arguably is greater for day traders than for investors with longer holding periods. Several prior studies document that the lion's share of abnormal returns earned around an informed trade occurs immediately following the trade (e.g., Coval, Hirhsleifer and Shumway (2005) ; Grinblatt, Keloharju, and Linnainmaa (2010) ; Barber, Lee, Liu, and Odean (2009) ). Thus, with a large number of trades for an investor, we obtain a more precise estimate of the investor's skill. Finally, day traders incur substantial trading costs and receive quick feedback about their trading ability. It is among this group that we are most likely to identify persistently good traders.
We define day trading as the purchase and sale of the same stock by the same investor on the same day. We analyze the performance of day traders in two parts: (1) the intraday returns earned on trades (i.e., the day trading return), and (2) Consistent with prior work on the performance of individual investors, the vast majority of day traders lose money. In the average year, about 360,000 Taiwanese individuals engage in day trading and about 15% of these day traders earn abnormal returns net of fees (commissions and transaction taxes). Of course, some outperformance would be expected by sheer luck.
But luck is not the whole story. Our main result documents the presence of statistically and economically large cross-sectional variation in trader ability. In the average year, about 1,000 day traders are able to predictably outperform. Specifically, we sort investors into groups based on their day trading returns in year y and analyze the performance of each group in the year y+1. We document that only the 1,000 most profitable day traders (less than 1 percent of the total population of day traders) from the prior year go on to earn reliably positive abnormal returns net of trading costs in the subsequent year. But, the stock picking ability of these investors is remarkable. Top day traders (based on prior year ranking) earn gross (net) abnormal returns of 49.5 (28.1) bps per day on their day trading portfolio, while the tens of thousands of day traders with a history of losses in the prior year go on to earn gross abnormal returns of -17.5 (-34.2) bps per day.
Two points are worth emphasizing in these results. First, the spread in returns between the top and bottom performing investors at 67 bps per day is enormous when compared to most other studies of cross-sectional ability in investor performance. For example, using data from Finland, Grinblatt, Keloharju, and Linnainmaa (2010) document that the buys of high IQ investors outperform those of low IQ investors by 4.4 bps per day in the days immediately following the purchase. Using data from a large U.S. discount broker, Coval, Hirshleifer, and Shumway (2005) document a strategy that is long firms purchased by previously successful investors and short firms purchased by previously unsuccessful investors earns a daily abnormal return of 5 bps (assuming a holding period of 1 day). We believe that the much larger returns that we document are a result of our focus on frequent traders, who are almost certainly speculators and among whom we are better able to identify skilled investors.
Second, to our knowledge, we provide the only study of individual investor performance that documents that savvy investors are able to cover a reasonable estimate of trading costs. The top day traders are able to cover rather large transaction costs (on top of commissions and spreads, Taiwan charges a 30 bps tax on sales) and earn an impressive net return of 28.1 bps per day on the day of trade. When combined with their remaining portfolio, the total portfolio of day traders earns an impressive daily abnormal return of 2 bps per day net of transaction costs.
In auxiliary analyses, we explore factors that might explain the remarkable profitability of select group of day traders. Perhaps day traders profit by serving as liquidity providers on the Taiwan Stock Exchange, which is a pure electronic limit order market. From this view, day traders are compensated for serving as the counterparty to uninformed traders who demand immediacy. Using the orders underlying executed trades, we document that day traders place aggressive orders that demand immediacy at a higher rate than the general population of investors. Even the select group of profitable day traders place more aggressive orders than the general population of investors.
Furthermore, the aggressiveness of orders underlying trades is, at best, a weak predictor of future day trader profitability. These empirical observations are not consistent with the hypothesis that day traders profit by providing liquidity to uninformed investors.
We also investigate whether profitable day traders systematically use inside information to profit. Specifically, we analyze whether the profits of day traders are more concentrated around earnings announcements than other periods. We find little evidence that this is the case. The returns during these announcement periods are in line with the returns earned during non-announcement periods. In combination, these results indicate that day traders are forecasting short-term price movements and take advantage of these forecasts by placing aggressive orders.
Finally, we investigate the characteristics of profitable day traders. Past performance (either returns or dollar profits) is, by a large margin, the best predictor of future performance. In addition, experience, past day trading volume, the willingness to short, and the concentration of trading in a few stocks all predict future profitability of day traders.
In addition to providing insights on the cross-sectional variation in investor performance, ours also is among the first studies of day trading in financial markets, an activity that appears to be an important equilibrium feature of many emerging marketsmost notably mainland China. In Taiwan, 17% of all trading volume can be traced to round-trip day trades made by individual investors. This trading activity is remarkably stable over the 15-year period that we analyze, despite the poor performance profile of day traders. Day trading is clearly an equilibrium feature of the Taiwan stock exchange.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We survey related research in section I. We discuss Taiwan market rules, our dataset, and methods in Section II. We present results in Section III, followed by a discussion and concluding remarks.
I. Background and Related Research
Our study is the first large-scale study of day trading for an entire market.
However, we are not the first to study day trading. Three small-scale academic studies of day trading provide evidence that day trading can be profitable. Harris and Schultz (1998) analyze the day trading of Small Order Execution System (SOES) bandits using trading records from two brokers. To do so, they analyze roughly 20,000 trades over a threeweek period. Though the SOES traders lose money almost as frequently as they make money, they earn a small average profit per trade. Similarly, Garvey and Murphy (2005a) analyze the trading of 96,000 trades made by fifteen proprietary day traders-traders who use a firm's capital, pay no commissions, and profit share with the firm-at a direct access broker during three months in 2000. They too find these 15 day traders are able to make money on their day trading activities primarily by placing limit orders on electronic crossing networks (ECNs) that are inside the current best quotes offered by NASDAQ dealers. Garvey and Murphy (2005b) find similar results in a follow-up study of 1,386 day traders over two months. Both of the studies by Garvey and Murphy analyze only round-trip trades, which is likely to bias performance measurement as traders are more likely to close out winning positions. Seasholes and Wu (2007) examine the trades of ten extremely active traders on the Shanghai Stock Exchange. These traders earn substantial profits through buying shares on days that stocks hit their upper price limits and quickly selling those shares the following day. Linnainmaa (2003) analyzes 7,686 investors who complete at least one roundtrip intraday transaction. These investors are far less active than those studied by Harris and Schultz (1998) and Garvey and Murphy (2005a) . The majority of these investors day trade on only one or two occasions and, in aggregate, these investors complete only 185,000 day trading related trades over a two and a half year period (November 1998 through May 2000). Linnainmaa (2003) reports that the net returns of these investors are similar to those of a control sample. In a follow-up paper, Linnainmaa (2010) uses a sample of frequent traders in Finland to test learning models of speculative trading. He concludes "… investors trade to learn even if they are pessimistic about their ability." In our analysis, we focus on cross-sectional differences in ability and do not address the question of whether investors rationally learn.
In contrast to the small-scale studies of day trading, we provide a comprehensive analysis of the profitability of all day trading in Taiwan over a 15-year period. To do so, we use a unique and remarkably complete dataset, which contains the entire transaction data, underlying order data, and the identity of each trader on the Taiwan Stock Exchange (TSE). In total, the dataset contains 3.7 billion purchase (or sale) transactions with a value of $NT 310 trillion (approximately $10 trillion US).
2 With these data, we provide a comprehensive accounting of the profitability of day traders during the period 1992
Taiwan provides a particularly appropriate setting to analyze the profitability of day trading. By most accounts, day trading has been a fixture on the TSE for decades. In the average year of our sample, 360,000 individual investors engage in day trading and their day trading accounts for 17% of all volume on the Taiwan Stock Exchange (see Figure 1 ). Virtually all day trading can be traced to individual investors in Taiwan. In the typical month, 15% of individual investors who trade on the TSE engage in at least one day trade.
II. The Taiwan Market, Data, and Methods

II.A. Taiwan Market Rules
Before proceeding, it is useful to describe the Taiwan Stock Exchange (TSE). The TSE operates in a consolidated limit order book environment in which only limit orders 4 After 2002, there is a temporary trading halt when the current price deviates by more than 3.5% from the last traded price.
Since our analysis focuses on day trading, an important consideration is transaction costs. The TSE caps commissions at 0.1425 percent of the value of a trade.
Some brokers offer lower commissions for larger traders-an issue that we discuss in greater detail later in the paper. Officials at brokerage firms and the TSE indicated to us that the largest commission discount offered is 50 percent (i.e., a commission of roughly seven basis points); these same officials estimated the trade-weighted commission paid by market participants to be about 10 basis points. Taiwan also imposes a transaction tax on stock sales of 0.3 percent.
II.B. Trades Data and Descriptive Statistics
We have acquired the complete transaction history of all traders on the TSE from We define day trading as the purchase and sale, in any order, of the same stock on the same day by an investor. Specifically, if an investor buys and sells the same stock on the same day, we calculate the number of shares bought (S b ), the number of shares sold (S s ), the average purchase price (P b ), and the average sales price (P s ). The value of day trading is defined as half of the total value of sales and purchases (½*P b *min(S b ,S s )+ ½*P s *min(S b ,S s )). Over our sample period, day trading accounted for more than 17 percent of the total dollar value of trading volume. Most day trading (about two-thirds)
involves the purchase and sale of the same number of shares in a stock over the course of one day (i.e., most day trades yield no net change in ownership at the close of the day).
In Figure 1 , we plot day trading (black) and other trading (grey). There is clear variation in the volume of day trading and other trading over time, though the two are correlated (91% correlation at the monthly level). Though not the focus of our investigation, it is natural to wonder whether wide fluctuations in day trading (and total volume) can be explained by past market performance. Perhaps surprisingly, this does not appear to be the case; we regress changes in day trading on past returns (alternatively at monthly, quarterly, or annual horizons) and find past returns have no ability to predict changes in day trading.
Virtually all day trading can be traced to individual investors. In the average month, individual investors account for 95 percent of day trading. Individuals and corporations are free to short sell, though dealers, mutual funds, and foreigners are prohibited from doing so on the TSE. These short sale restrictions might partially explain the tendency for day trading to concentrate among individual investors and corporations.
In contrast to U.S. dealers, dealers in Taiwan are not active providers of liquidity. Though dealers are required to "efficiently adjust the demand and supply in the market depending on the market situation, and ensure that the formation of fair price and its sound operation are not harmed," dealers face no specific penalties for failing to meet this requirement.
Dealer trades emanate from their proprietary trading activity. Based on our discussions with dealers in the TSE, the majority of this proprietary trading is not necessarily intended to provide liquidity. Chae and Wang (2009) also report that TSE dealers are not net providers of liquidity. In the remainder of the paper, we restrict our analysis to individual investors.
II.C. Performance Measurement
Our performance measurement focuses primarily on the intraday profits of all trades made by day traders and on trade-weighted intraday returns. We separately analyze the long-run (interday) profitability of positions generated by these trades to ensure the inferences we draw from the analysis of intraday profits are accurate.
We first calculate the intraday returns to day trading. To do so, we identify all trades made by day traders. We calculate the profits on round-trip day trades and other by a day trader, we sum the proceeds from stocks sold to close long positions and bought to close short positions (or their mark-to-market equivalent at the close of the trading day) and divide by the cost of initiating the position (i.e., the value of stocks bought or sold short at the time of the purchase or sale). We refer to this return as the gross return from day trading. To calculate the net return to day trading, we assume a 10 bps roundtrip commission and a 30 bps transaction tax on sales. Since we use realized transaction prices, we capture any price impact from trade. Based on our discussion of trading costs with TSE officials, our assumption regarding round-trip commissions of 10 bps is reasonable. Our qualitative results are similar if we run our analysis using the commission maximum of 14.25 bps or assume a larger discount and use 7 bps;
Essentially, the size of the group of profitable day traders that we describe later expands or contracts a bit depending on our assumptions regarding trading costs, but a small profitable group of day traders always emerges. We settle on 10 bps as we believe it is the best approximation of actual costs faced by regular day traders. includes the returns earned on trades that close positions and the transaction costs associated with those trades. We calculate the total returns earned by day traders by taking a weighted average of the returns on day trades and the remaining portfolio; the weights assigned to the two portfolios are the total value of day trading (i.e., the value of long buys plus the value of short sells on that day) and the total value of open positions at the close of the prior trading day, respectively.
5 Barber, Lee, Liu, and Odean (2007) and Linnainmaa (2005) document, respectively, that individual Taiwanese investors and Finnish day traders exhibit the disposition effect. 6 Some errors inevitably occur in building positions since we do not know positions at the beginning of the dataset (in January 1992). While short sales are identified by their order type, buys to cover short positions are not. Thus, we may erroneously build a long position for purchases early on in the dataset.
In Figure 2 , we present an example of four trades by a day trader. The red lines represent short positions, while the black lines represent long positions. The solid lines are the portion of returns that are included in our day trading profits, while the dashed lines are included in the analysis of long-run returns. It's clear from this graph that, by combining the two analyses, we capture the full experience of a trader.
To evaluate the performance of day traders, we estimate abnormal returns by regressing the portfolio excess return (portfolio return less risk-free rate) on the excess return on a value-weighted market index. We construct our own market index using market capitalization from the Taiwan Economic Journal (TEJ) and individual stock returns calculated from the TSE data. The intercept of this regression is our measure of abnormal returns.
III. Results
In our main results, we sort day traders into groups based on a characteristic in year y and analyze the aggregate performance of each group in year y+1. We consider sorts based on past day trading activity and past performance. We conjecture that heavy day traders are more likely to be profitable speculators than occasional day traders, who might be trading for entertainment or thrill-seeking (e.g., Kumar (2009) 
or Grinblatt and
Keloharjus (2009)). We then turn to sorts based on prior performance.
III.A. Active Day Traders
In Table 1 , we present the gross and net performance of day traders based on prior day trading activity. We analyze the day trades and other trades of these investors in the months in which they day trade. In each year from 1992 to 2005, we rank day traders based on the dollar volume of day trading. We create nine groups based on prior activity-starting with the top 500 day traders and going on down to those with no prior day trading experience. We analyze the performance of each group in the year subsequent to ranking.
Consider the top 500 day traders (first row of Table 1 ). These investors account for 10% of all day trading (last column of Table 1 ) and 43% of their trades are round-trip day trades (penultimate column of Table 1 ). In aggregate, they earn positive gross returns on their day trading of 13.1 basis points per day (t=17.28), but these profits do not survive costs, and active day traders lose about 6.8 basis points per day net of fees (t=-9.02). The active traders also earn positive (albeit unreliably so) alphas of 1 bps per day on the remainder of their portfolio. However, the total portfolio earns a reliably negative alpha (2.2 bps per day, t=-3.11).
It is clear from Table 1 that active day traders, despite failing to make money net of costs, earn higher returns than occasional day traders. The performance of day trading, the remaining portfolio, and the total portfolio is nearly monotonically decreasing as one moves from the most active day traders (top row of Table 1 ) to the least active day traders (bottom row of Table 1 ). In their analysis of the performance of individual and institutional investors in Taiwan from 1995 to 1999, Barber, Lee, Liu, and Odean (2009) document that, in aggregate, the trades of all individual investors lose money before transaction costs and that these losses grow at longer horizons. Thus, before transaction costs, the trades of both less active day traders and individual investors in aggregate lose money, while the trades of heavy day traders earn gross profits.
In summary, active traders perform better than occasional day traders but are still unable to cover trading costs. Nonetheless, the security selection ability of active day traders, which generates gross daily alphas of 13 basis points, is impressive.
III.B. Performance Persistence
In Table 2 , we present the performance of day traders sorted on the basis of prior profitability. We rank past profitability based solely on day trading returns. To measure profitability, we use the Sharpe ratio of past daily returns net of transaction costs (i.e., the mean net day trading return divided by the standard deviation of day trading returns). We require a minimum of 10 days of day trading within the ranking year to rank an investor.
Most of the gains (and losses) from trade tend to occur immediately following a trade (see Odean (2009), Coval, Hirshleiffer, and Shumway (2005) , Grinblatt, Keloharju, and Linnainmaa (2010) ). So, by focusing on frequent traders and the returns earned on the day of trade, we obtain a more precise measure of investor skill.
The returns on the remaining portfolio will contain many old positions that are no longer generating abnormal returns, thus creating noise that might limit our ability to measure investor skill.
We create nine groups based on prior day trading profitability-starting with the top 500 day traders and going on down to those with no prior day trading experience. The top 500 traders have a mean Sharpe ratio of 0.21. Each of the top six groups (through 8,000 traders) has a mean Sharpe ratio greater than zero in the ranking period.
There is clear performance persistence. The top-ranked profit group (1 to 500) earns impressive alphas on their day trading, open positions, and total portfolio in the post-ranking year. The top three groups (or 2,000 traders) earn reliably positive alphas on their day trading portfolio net of fees, but only the two groups (or 1,000 traders) earn reliably positive alphas when we consider their overall portfolio returns. In contrast, poor performers from prior years or those with insufficient history to be ranked earn reliably negative returns on their day trading and total portfolio-both before and after fees.
In the average year, 360,000 individuals engage in day trading. While about 13% earn profits net of fees in the typical year, the results of our analysis suggest that less than 1% of day traders (1,000 out of 360,000) are able to outperform consistently. It is worth emphasizing the outsized alphas earned by the top 500 day traders. They pick up 49.5 basis points on their day trading portfolio before costs and 28.1 basis points after costs per day. Their total portfolio earns a daily alpha of 2.0 basis points per day. Given a trading year of 266 days (with occasional Saturday trading), this translates into an annual alpha of over 5 percentage points. In contrast, day traders ranked below the top 10,000
are giving up 5.7 basis points per day or over 15 percentage points annually.
The magnitude of the total portfolio returns is consistent with our day trading results (nearly monotonic in past performance ranking), but is not as impressive as the day trading alphas. This is because day trading represents only 6% of total capital at risk for the top performance group (other groups have similar proportions). The remaining portfolio represents long-term positions that are traded relatively infrequently and earn less impressive alphas. This is what we would expect from a day trader who also invests in the stock market as a long-term investment. If day traders spot short-term price changes but have no ability to predict long-term returns, the long-term investments mask the profitability of day trading.
IV. Sources of Profits
How are successful day traders able to earn such strong returns before fees?
Obviously, day traders are able to profit from short-term price movements. What is unclear is how they are able to forecast these movements. On one hand, day traders may provide liquidity to market participants by placing passive limit orders that provide depth to an otherwise thin market. This strategy would be profitable as long as uninformed traders are willing to pay for this liquidity and the providers of liquidity are able to avoid excessive trading with investors who possess superior information. On the other hand, day traders could earn gross profits by placing aggressive orders in anticipation of future price movements. This strategy would be profitable if day traders possessed superior information (or superior ability to process publicly available information) or were able to otherwise identify short-term trends in prices. In this section, we consider these possibilities by analyzing the orders underlying day trades and trading around earnings announcements.
We conclude that day traders, on average, are demanding, rather than supplying, liquidity. By default, this suggests that day traders profit by anticipating short-term price movements and aggressively trading in anticipation of the moves. However, we find limited evidence that day trading is based on superior (or inside) information. While day traders trade more and are somewhat more profitable during earnings announcement periods, the concentration of profits during these periods is quite modest.
IV.A. Are Day Traders Suppliers or Demanders of Liquidity?
A natural place to look for profitable day trading is in the provision of liquidity.
As groundwork for this analysis, we calculate the closing effective percentage spread for stocks trading on the TSE. This analysis gives us a sense for the size of the spread and potential profits from liquidity provision in Taiwan. In each year, we using closing prices (P) and the midpoint of the last unfilled buy and sell orders (M) and calculate the effective percentage spread for each stock-day combination as 2|P-M|/M. We then average spreads across stocks on a particular day and then across days within a year to generate an annual estimate of the percentage effective spread for 1992 to 2006. Across the 15 years, the average percentage effective spread for stocks trading on the TSE is 64 bps with no particularly strong time trend in the average spread; it ranges from a low of 52 bps in 1996 to a high of 78 bps in 2002. The size of these spreads makes it plausible that liquidity provision by day traders would be a profitable trading strategy.
To determine whether day traders are earning gross profits by providing liquidity or spotting short-term trends in prices, we analyze orders underlying their trades. In addition to trade data, we have all orders (both filled and unfilled) that underlie these trades. Using these order data, we categorize each trade as aggressive or passive based on the order underlying the trade. This categorization involves three steps. First, for each stock, we construct a time series of clearing prices, the lowest unfilled sell limit order price, and the highest unfilled buy limit order price. These data are compiled by the TSE (the market display data) and are presented to market participants in real time. Second, we categorize all orders as aggressive or passive by comparing order prices to the most recent unfilled limit order prices at the time of the order. Orders to buy with prices at or in excess of the most recent unfilled sell limit order are categorized as aggressive; those with prices at, or below, the most recent unfilled buy limit order are categorized as passive; those with an order price between the two unfilled limit order prices are categorized as indeterminate. There is an analogous algorithm for sells. Third, we match all orders to trades. This matching allows us to determine whether a trade emanated from a passive or aggressive order. Using this algorithm, we are able to categorize over 90 percent of all trades as passive or aggressive.
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Overall, about two-thirds of individual investors' trades can be traced to aggressive limit orders. (These proportions are calculated as the total number of aggressive trades divided by the sum of passive and aggressive trades.) The proportion is similar for institutional investors, though corporations tend to be more passive than foreigners and dealers. Even if investors placed similar numbers of aggressive and passive limit orders, we would expect a higher percent of trades to originate from aggressive limit orders, since aggressive limit orders are more likely to be executed.
In Figure 3 , we present the proportion of trades that emanate from aggressive limit orders for groups formed on the basis of past profitability, where profit groups are formed as described in Table 2 . In brief, we rank traders based on profitability in year y and analyze the aggressiveness of their trades in year y+1. We sum the total value of aggressive and passive trades for each profit group and then calculate the proportion that are aggressive on each day. The figure presents the mean proportion across all days for a particular profit group.
In general, day traders place trades that are more aggressive than the average individual. Among day traders, the proportion of trades that originate from aggressive orders ranges from 71 to 75%, while the proportion for all individual investors is 67%.
The 500 most profitable day traders are somewhat less aggressive than other day traders (71% of their trades emanate from aggressive orders), but even they are more aggressive than the average individual.
We further explore this issue by ranking day traders by the aggressiveness of their orders in year y and analyzing their performance in year y+1. We create ten "aggressiveness" deciles ranging from one (most passive) to ten (most aggressive) based on the proportion of an investor's trades that emanate from aggressive limit orders. We further partition the top and bottom deciles in half to analyze the extremes more closely.
We require that an investor make 100 trades that we classify as passive or aggressive to be included in the rankings. The most passive group (1a) has only 20% aggressive trades in the ranking year (and 28% in the following year), while the most aggressive group (10a) has 99% aggressive trades in the ranking year (and 97% in the following year).
In Table 3 , we present the profitability of day trading based on the aggressiveness partitions. Focus first on the returns to day trading (columns two through seven of Table   3 ). All partitions lose money both before and after costs. The losses tend to be higher for the most aggressive partitions. The pattern of alphas for the remaining portfolio is consistent with those for the day trading return. It is also interesting to note that the passive day traders engage in less day trading (12% of trades are day trades) than their aggressive counterparts (29% of trades are day trades).
In summary, day traders are not profiting from providing liquidity. Day traders, even the most profitable day traders, place orders that are more aggressive than other individual investors. In addition, the aggressiveness of a trader's order strategy does not predict profitability. We confirm these results at the end of this section where, in a multivariate setting, we document that the aggressiveness of orders does not reliably predict the profitability of day traders.
IV.B. Are Day Traders Informed?
Are the strong returns of profitable day traders a result of better information about a firm's fundamentals? This is a difficult question to address definitively, but we attempt to provide some information on this issue by analyzing the returns to day trading around earnings announcements. Earnings announcements are economically important and closely watched; as a result, earnings announcements are a logical place to look to determine if day traders are capitalizing on superior (or perhaps inside) information.
Using the TSE databank, we identify all earnings announcements for TSE stocks.
We then identify trades that occur within a five-day window that begins three days prior to the announcement and ends the day after the announcement. We separately analyze the trading of day traders sorted on the basis of their past profitability. If day traders have superior information during these announcement windows, we would expect their trading and returns to be concentrated heavily within these periods.
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 4 . The gross alphas for the most profitable traders are slightly higher than, but roughly in line with, the overall profits we present in Table 2 (51.9 bps during announcement periods and 49.5 bps overall).
However, all groups tend to do better during announcement periods (though the worst traders continue to lose money). 
IV.C. Forecasting Profitability
Our analysis indicates that several crude univariate sorts are able to forecast differences in the profitability of day traders. In this section, we employ a richer model to forecast the probability that a particular investor will be profitable. We would like to better understand the characteristics of profitable day traders.
We estimate a logistic regression in which the dependent variable is a dummy variable that takes on a value of one if the net profits on a trader's day trading portfolio are positive in year y. We choose to use the dummy variable as a dependent variable in lieu of a trader's return or Sharpe ratio for two reasons. First, the estimation strategy allows us to say something about the probability of earning a positive net return. Indeed, we will find it takes a truly remarkable profile to garner an even 50-50 chance of being profitable. Second, we are interested in identifying the characteristics of profitable day traders rather than (for example) characteristics that predict variation in the losses of day traders. The logistic regression is well suited to this task. Nonetheless, our results are qualitatively similar when we use the Sharpe ratio of returns as the dependent variable in our analyses.
To reduce the impact of occasional day trading, which may be motivated by social or entertainment values of trading, we require that an investor engage in a minimum of $NT 600,000 in day trading during the year. (We explore the use of higher and lower cutoff values and find generally similar results to those reported here.) Among this group, 13% of day traders earn profits net of costs in the average year.
We include a range of independent variables designed to capture the experience, sophistication, and the skill of day traders. All independent variables are measured cumulatively through year y-1, while the dummy variable for profits is based on profitability net of fees on an investor's day trading portfolio in year y.
We include two measures of past success (profits): Sharpe Profit and Sharpe Return. These Sharpe ratios are calculated as the mean net daily return (or profit) from day trading divided by the daily standard deviation. We include dollar profits to capture investors who might consistently earn low returns on a large capital base.
We also test for any gains from specialization on two dimensions. We include the concentration of an investor's trades in the five most traded stocks (Percent Top Five Stocks). This variable is designed to capture any gains from specializing in the trading of a small group of stocks. To capture whether there are gains to specializing in day trading, we measure the fraction of an investor's trades that are round-trip day trades (Fraction
Day Trades).
Short selling is a reasonable proxy for investor sophistication. Thus, we include the proportion of a day traders round-trip day trades that were short sales, including buys to cover a short position (Percent Short). The proportion of trades that emanate from aggressive orders measures whether a day trader is a liquidity demander or provider (Fraction Agg. Trades).
Finally, we include two measures of experience: Log Experience is the log of the number of days since the trader began day trading as of the beginning of year y, while
Log Volume is the log of the dollar volume of prior trading.
We estimate logistic regressions for each year from 1994 to 2006. We begin in 1994 so as to allow some build-up in the history for the more experienced day traders. In Table 5 , we present the annual coefficient estimates, the mean coefficient estimate across the year, and the standard error of the mean.
In the first two rows of the table, we present the mean for each variable in the regression and the probability impact of each variable. The mean values are calculated weighting each year equally (i.e., calculate a mean for each year and then average across years). The probability impact is the change in the probability of being profitable that results when one moves from 25th to 75th percentile of the distribution of the independent variable under consideration while all remaining variables are set to their mean.
As we discuss these results, it's useful to recall the baseline probabilities of earning a profit on one's day trading return is about 13% (i.e., 87% of day traders lose money unconditionally). Consistent with our univariate results, profitability measures are strong predictors of trading success. Both Sharpe ratios on returns and profits predict future success. Moving from the 25 th to the 75 th percentile on this variable improves the chances of being profitable by 6.7 percentage points for profits and 2.6 percentage points for returns. By a large margin, these profitability measures are the best predictors of the probability of future profits.
Experienced and heavy day traders are more likely to be successful. Consistent with our prior results, the log of volume is a reliable predictor of success; heavy day traders perform better than occasional day traders. Experience also is predictive of success. However, both volume and experience are modest predictors relative to past profits. Measures of sophistication and specialization also predict success. Traders who short and those who concentrate in a few stocks are more likely to be successful. Again, these effects, though statistically significant, are economically modest. Finally, consistent with our prior results, we do not find that order aggressiveness is able to reliably forecast profitability.
Overall, the results indicate that heavy traders with past success and experience, who are willing to short sell and concentrate in a few stocks have the greatest probability of turning a profit. However, only day traders with extremely rare characteristics would have a even odds of turning a profit net of fees. For example, relative to a baseline probability of being profitable, a day trader who is in the 75 th percentile on each of the independent variables that we analyze in Table 5 would have a 25% probability of earning positive returns net of fees.
V. Discussion
Though the vast majority of day traders lose money, we find that the trades of heavy day traders are profitable before deducting transactions costs and that the trades of previously successful traders are profitable even after accounting for costs. How do day traders identify profitable trades and who is on the other side of these trades? The likely counterparties to profitable trades by heavy and previously successful day traders are less active day traders (see Table 2 ) and individual investors in general (see Barber, Lee, Liu, and Odean (2009) ). The trades of both of these groups earn losses even before deducting transaction costs.
One way in which day traders could be earning profits is by supplying liquidity through passive limit orders to uninformed investors who are too eager to pay for quick execution. While some day traders may focus on supplying liquidity, over 70% of the trades executed by heavy and previously successful day traders are aggressive limit orders; a similar proportion of their profits also can be traced to aggressive orders. Such orders will lead to day trading profits when traders are able to anticipate short-term price changes.
Day traders also may profit from superior (or even inside) information that allows them to forecast short-term price trends. Insider trading laws in Taiwan are similar to those in the United States. For example, directors and officers of a firm cannot trade on the basis of material private information; anyone acquiring private information also is precluded from trading. Penalties include fines and jail time. During our sample period, 35 cases were brought (about two to three per year) and about half (17) resulted in guilty verdict (11 resulted in jail time). While it is difficult to assess the deterrent effect of these laws, our empirical analyses indicate day trading profits are not heavily concentrated around earnings announcements where inside information regarding a firm's prospects is likely to be quite valuable.
Harris and Shultz (1998) document that SOES bandits are able to profit from trading with market makers who ostensibly are better informed and better financed.
Harris and Shultz write that SOES bandits appear to profit by paying close attention to the market and reacting more quickly than most market makers to changing market conditions. The day traders studied by Garvey and Ryan (2005a) also appear to profit from reacting to market changes more quickly than most market makers. We speculate that the successful day traders who we observe profit by reacting more quickly than other investors to changing market conditions, just as SOES bandits and the fifteen day traders studied by Garvey and Murphy profit from vigilance and quick reactions.
VI. Conclusion
Day trading is an equilibrium feature of trading on the Taiwan Stock Exchangeaccounting for almost 17% of total trading volume during our sample period. Individual investors account for virtually all day trading (over 99% of day traders and 95% of day trading volume). In an average year, 360,000 individual investors day trade, but only about 15% of this population is able to profit after a reasonable accounting for trading costs.
We document strongly persistent cross-sectional variation in day trading skill.
The 500 most successful day traders from year y go on to outperform the least successful day traders by over 60 basis points per day in year y+1. The top day traders earn gross returns of 49.5 basis points per day-more than enough to cover commissions and a hefty transaction tax on sales of 30 bps. Our auxiliary analyses indicate that the most profitable day traders are not liquidity providers, as they tend to place aggressive orders in anticipation of price moves. The most successful are heavy day traders with a history of profits who are willing to short and who concentrate in a few stocks.
Cross-sectional variation in investor ability is statistically and economically large.
This observation runs counter to the classic efficient markets view (e.g., Fama (1991) ) in which private information is rare and investors are protected by market prices that fully reflect all information.
In aggregate and on average, trading is hazardous to one's wealth. However, the performance penalty associated with trading is not borne equally by all and is not confined to trading costs. Some traders are consistently dismal stock pickers; for a select few, trading proves to be a profitable endeavor.
APPENDIX: Details of Return Calculations
We calculate the intraday return from day trading on day t for a particular group we do not know the extent to which traders use leverage, which would increase the magnitude of returns for both gains and losses, but again the sign of the gains and losses would be the same as those in our calculations. In summary, the sign of the day trading returns that we calculate is accurate, though the magnitudes may differ because of sequential trading or the use of leverage.
When we calculate net returns, we deduct a 5 bps commission for all trades (10 bps round-trip commission) and a 30 bps transaction tax for sales. Put differently, buys cost 5 bps (C b ) and sells cost 35 bps (C s ). We also increase the capital requirements to reflect the total cost of the opening positions:
Continuing our example from above, the net return for the trader would be:
.
Note the net return (2.09%) is roughly 40 bps (the total round-trip trading costs of 10bps in commissions and 30 bps in transaction tax) less than the gross return (2.50%). The shortfall is slightly greater than 50 bps because we also increase the capital required to open the positions.
There is an analogous calculation for the return on the remaining portfolio.
Define V as the value of the end-of-day open position in a stock with superscripts for L and S for long and short positions, respectively. We calculate the return to the remaining portfolio (rp) as the daily profits to long and short positions scaled by the position value entering the day:
Stocks still held at the end of day t are marked to market at the end-of-day closing price for the stock. For long positions, stocks sold on day t are valued at the sales price less an assumed transaction cost of 35 basis points. For short positions, stocks bought to cover shorts on day are valued at the purchase price less an assumed transaction cost of 5 basis points.
Finally, the total portfolio return on day t for group g is calculated as the weighted average of the intraday return net of fees and the remaining portfolio return, where the weights are determined by the denominators in equations A2 and A3. Day Traders are grouped based on prior year trading activity (e.g., "1 to 500" are the most active 500 day traders from year y). The table presents the aggregate performance for each group in the year following ranking (y+1). The alphas are estimated using the following regression of daily returns: (R pt -R ft )=α p +β p (R mt -R ft )+ε pt , where R pt , R mt , and R ft are the portfolio return, market return, and risk-free return (respectively). The gross day trading return is calculated from daily round-trip trades plus the intraday returns on open trades; an open trade is a trade made during the day that results in an outstanding position at the close of the day. The net day trading return assumes a 10 bps round-trip commission and a 30 bps transaction tax on sales. The remaining portfolio return is the return earned on positions that remain open at the market close. "Day Trade / All Trade" is the fraction of the groups trading that is round-trip day trades. The total net portfolio return combines the net day trading return and the remaining portfolio net return; alphas are calculated relative to the close-toclose market return. The last two columns present the percentage of all trades by each group that are round-trip day trades and the percentage of all day trading attributable to each group. Day Traders are grouped based on prior year daily Sharpe ratio for day trading only (e.g., "1 to 500" are the 500 day traders from year y with highest daily Sharpe ratio). The table presents the aggregate performance for each group in the year following ranking (y+1). The alphas are estimated using the following regression of daily returns: (R pt -R ft )=α p +β p (R mt -R ft )+ε pt , where R pt , R mt , and R ft are the portfolio return, market return, and risk-free return (respectively). The gross day trading return is calculated from daily round-trip trades plus the intraday returns on open trades; an open trade is a trade made during the day that results in an outstanding position at the close of the day. The net day trading return assumes a 10 bps round-trip commission and a 30 bps transaction tax on sales. The remaining portfolio return is the return earned on positions that remain open at the market close. "Day Trade / All Trade" is the fraction of the groups trading in round-trip day trades. The total net portfolio return combines the net day trading return and the remaining portfolio net return; alphas are calculated relative to the close-to-close market return. The last two columns present the percentage of all trades by each group that are round-trip day trades and the percentage of all day trading attributable to each group. Day Traders are grouped into deciles based on the aggressiveness of prior year orders. The extreme deciles are further split in two. The table presents the aggregate performance for each group in the year following ranking (y+1). The alphas are estimated using the following regression of daily returns: (R pt -R ft )=α p +β p (R mt -R ft )+ε pt , where R pt , R mt , and R ft are the portfolio return, market return, and riskfree return (respectively). The gross day trading return is calculated from daily round-trip trades plus the intraday returns on open trades; an open trade is a trade made during the day that results in an outstanding position at the close of the day. The net day trading return assumes a 10 bps round-trip commission and a 30 bps transaction tax on sales. The remaining portfolio return is the return earned on positions that remain open at the market close. "Day Trade / All Trade" is the fraction of the groups trading in round-trip day trades. The total net portfolio return combines the net day trading return and the remaining portfolio net return; alphas are calculated relative to the close-to-close market return. The last two columns present the percentage of all trades by each group that are round-trip day trades and the percentage of all day trading attributable to each group. The table presents mean daily returns to day trading only for stocks that are trading in an event window from t=-3,+1 relative to an earnings announcement day (t=0). Day Traders are grouped based on prior year daily Sharpe ratio for only day trading (e.g., "1 to 500" are the top 500 day traders from year y). The table presents the aggregate performance for each group in the year following ranking (y+1). The alphas are estimated using the following regression of daily returns: (R pt -R ft )=α p +β p (R mt -R ft )+ε pt , where R pt , R mt , and R ft are the portfolio return, market return, and risk-free return (respectively). The gross day trading return is calculated from daily round-trip trades plus the intraday returns on open trades; an open trade is a trade made during the day that results in an outstanding position at the close of the day. The last column (% of All Trades) is the proportion of trades for the group that occur in the five-day earnings announcement window. A profit dummy takes a value of one if the net profits from day trading for an investor are positive in year y. The probability of a positive profit is estimated using a logistic regression in which the dependent variable is the profit dummy. Independent variables for each investor include the Sharpe ratio of past day trading profits (Sharpe Profit) and day trading returns (Sharpe Return), the percent of trading concentrated in the top five stocks (Percent Top Five Stocks), the percent of trades that were short sales (Percent Short), the percent of trading devoted to day trading (Percent Day Trade), the log of the number of days since a trader's first day trade as of the beginning of year y (Log Experience), and the log of the dollar volume of prior trading (Log Volume). The regression is limited to day traders with a minimum total value of trade $NT 600,000 in the year that profitability is measured. The probability impact is based on the change in the probability of being profitable when the independent variable under consideration is changed from the 25th to 75th percentile of the distribution of the independent variable while remaining variables are set to their mean values. Day trading is defined as the purchase and sale of the same stock on the same day by the same investor. Profit groups are formed in year y; aggressiveness of trades is analyzed in year y+1. The figure presents the mean daily proportion of trades that emanate from aggressive orders for each profit group. 
